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About This Game

This is a survival horror game.

You can not leave the room due to a recluse.
My gentle older brother who took care of you finally got sick.

My parents are away from home on business trip.
As there are only two people at home, you have to leave the room and take care of him.
When you leave the room, you notice that there is barricade in the window of the house.

It is a barricade that my older brother set up to prevent invasion of something.

You must protect your brother from the surprise of your neighbor in a dim house.You need to listen carefully to the sounds
ringing in the house and to detect the incident.

When the window is broken, it is necessary to repair the window in order to stop the invasion of the neighbor.When you walk in
a dark house, your physical strength will decrease.

Please survive for 5 days.
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Title: Home Security
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Toshihiko Kikuchi
Publisher:
Toshihiko Kikuchi
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10 64-bit

Processor: i5 and up

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 770 and up

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4.7 GB available space

English
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This game is nice and totally differnet if you consider other games.
Mix Angry Birds, Candy Crush and Pokemon together and you´ll get
Ember Strike :D. It´s great try it out!. Cute book, I love how every story has its own uniqueness to it but explains an important
life lesson.. I used to fly the D's back in the 70's. The plane and instruments look great, and the plane flies well in cruise.
Visibility is nice. The plane is bouncy, but I have had many enjoyable flights. I just need to be very light on the stick, especially
when landing. No GS. Nice pop-up GPS using F-7. Aux fuel pump is kind of noisy!. this game is so bad i had to make a funny
youtube video showing how terrible it is GG developer you got my 15 cents. For a small price it's pretty good, impact is fine..
This is a near perfect game, for the right audience.

The clear passion and talent of the developers shown in this game is worth the purchase alone.. One of the best retro platformers
i have played in years. the controls are super tight, and the level designs are usualy built in such a way that you are never thrust
into a situation where you could not react. the gameplay feels liek a mega man game and overall the level selection and weapons
you aquire along the way feel (for the most part) fuffiling. the astetics of the game feel very strange but intresting at the same
time. this game is for peopel who enjoyed mega man or other classic platformers to a great degree, and are not afraid of a very
dificult game.. Just not really fun.. Zuma Deluxe does not run at all on my new iMac. I have found no troubleshooting tips that
would fix this. You'd probably see a lot more negative reviews, except that most frustrated buyers aren't willing to start a
program over an over when it is going to crash instantly just to get up to 5 minutes of instant crashes so that Steam will let them
warn other buyers not to waste their money on a broken game.
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At this point I would rather pay to have this game removed from my library.. So, I`m attacking a much lower leveled person
because I`m an ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. Then troops come out of the tribe tree and kill my troops because apparently ♥♥♥♥ing food and
stone is more important than the thing killing my troops.

♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t.. It was okay, I just didn't like the look and some mechanics. But it's not a bad game, per se. At least not in my
opinion. If you like 4x, I say give it a go at least.. Stick with Patrician 4, that game was solid.. The wood elves are one of the best
teams in the game. Anyone who plays Blood Bowl has a healthy respect for this team and its a worthy addition to any players
team collection. They are the quintessential passing team with the most MV 8 players of any team, allowing them to score fast
and often. Add to that the strongest big guy in the game and you have a very formidable team.

Note on complaining about the price: The price is what it is and you don't need me to tell you if you can afford it or not.. It's
cute, but it's a £1.99 android game, not a £13.59 PC game. i actually like that it just drops you into the battle with a ♥♥♥♥♥♥
weapon and you have to charge on hoping for the best, this game has a lot of potential the only thing its missing is a couple of
more weapons or at least a smg would be nice, the controls and mechanics of the game are weird, and a little bit more gore to
make it more fun and realistic
but overall a great game to kill time
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